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Abstract: The book is divided into nine chapters; the first is devoted to stages of development, with a central emphasis upon Rostow's five stages—from a traditional society to the age of high mass consumption. Rostow's thesis is then subject to criticism by Kuznets, Cairncross, Habakkuk and Gerschendron. Succeeding chapters deal with: "Dualistic Development", "Capital accumulation", "Inflation", "Allocation of investment resources", "Industrialization and agriculture", "The export sector", "Scope of development planning" and "Techniques of development planning". Each ch
an introduction by the editor, 8 to 18 selections, usually additional notes by selected bibliography. The direct discussion of agricultural development is concerned mostly with the contribution a developing agriculture can make to national development through transfers of labour, food supply, etc. The section entitled "Emphasis on agriculture" consists of an excerpt from Papanek's "Development problems agriculture tax policy", and a part of Johnston and Mellor's essay on "The role of agriculture in economic development". A substantial part of the " Role of agriculture in modern Japanese economic development" by Ohkawa and Rosovsky is included as a "country application". Comments on the economics of agricultural development in the chapter on the export sector, include many on the role of agricultural trade development. One central issue running through them is that of why long term exports from the less developed countries have generated so little general development in the underdeveloped countries today, considering that such exports were demonstrably a driving force in the development of the USA and other countries in the 19th century, J. F. E.
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